OBSCURANTISM VS HONESTY.
If the vacuum is occupied with an equal number of positive and negative Planck mass
particles, the quantized vortex solution is a double vortex where both mass components
share the same core. Because the positive kinetic energy is there balanced by an equal
negative kinetic energy, such a double vortex can be created out of the vacuum without
expenditure of energy.

what a bunch of crap that just says this:
so let's hit the play ground and pick on the other kids, those damn overly smart adults
that got college degrees and let's make fools of them just for fun.
THE ONLY POSSIBLE FIRST ACT OF THE COSMOS WAS AN EDDY FROM A PANPSYCHIC
EXPERIENCE OF BEING NOTHING.
the weakness of this is that it is an axiom.
An axiom or postulate is a statement that is taken to be true, to serve as a premise or
starting point for further reasoning and arguments.
the strength of starting with this one axiom is that all of the theology and physics of the
cosmos naturally emerges rationally and provably from there with virtually absolute
certainty.
no other axioms are needed, just well known proven fluid dynamics.
bernoulli's principle is the only principle in existence after the axiom above.
only an absolute zero viscosity zero friction superfluid could result from the first eddy of
nothing. and only the axiom above can explain why absolute zero viscosity is possible.
and this shape is the only possible first vorticle that could form in an absolute zero
viscosity first eddy:

and only one temperature is possible in this absolute first beginning:
ABSOLUTE ZERO, whether kelvin or not does not matter.
we know from bernoulli that this must form first and that it is absolutely perfectly stable
and self sustaining because by the definition of our only axiom, viscosity and friction is
truly zero. by mathematical definition of absolute zero viscosity and friction in a fluid a
single eddy must grow infinitely in energy.
the first eddy in all of existence is impossible which is why it must be by axiom. it came
from the experience of being nothing. but after the first impossible occurrance it is no
longer impossible and can happen endlessly after that. thus the single eddy in zero
viscosity must grow infinitely in energy forever. since the first eddy was an experience
and experience can only be by something aware, and since all of reality emerged from
this, everything is awareness. God if you want. since the first awareness was by eddy
and is the source of all energy all energy fundamentally is aware. since all existence
came from the first eddy of awareness and even nothingness can become aware by
axiom, nothing existing can ever be unaware. it is categorically impossible by axiom and
logic.
notice that nothing unproven has been said here except the one axiom. and all of
classical physics, special and general relativity, quantum physics and theology naturally
falls out of this one axiom and bernoulli's principle.
QED.
we also know that this first vorticle must be both a physical and metaphysical magnet
because it is the first geometry in existence and the geometry is exactly the geometry of
a magnetic field and it is in a perfect superfluid because by axiom in this paper it came
from a single non-source. no eddy could form in a solid or gas so the first reality is liquid
and can never be nonliquid.
thus there are two absolute temperatures in existence, a freezing point at zero kelvin
but it never freezes, and a boiling point at 1.41679 × 10³² Kelvins but it never boils
because this liquid had an absolute metaphysical beginning by axiom and thus freezing
and boiling both equate to non-existence, not turning solid or gaseous. thus frozen or
vaporized light is impossible but light is not just the vibrations of this metaphysical

superfluid, it is also it's flows because waves cannot exist on their own without
something to wave except in this case because it is the original metaphysical fluid which
emerged from an eddy of experience of being nothing.
QED. special relativity consistent.

